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Graded Poisson structures on the algebra of differential forms

J. V. Beltrân and J. Monterde

Abstract. We study the graded Poisson structures defined on Q(M\ the graded algebra of differential
forms on a smooth manifold Af, such that the exterior derivative is a Poisson dérivation. We show that
they are the odd Poisson structures previously studied by Koszul, that arise from Poisson structures on
M. Analogously, we characterize ail the graded symplectic forms on Q(M) for which the exterior
derivative is a Hamiltonian graded vector field. Finally, we détermine the topological obstructions to the

possibility of obtaining ail odd symplectic forms with this property as the image by the pullback of an

automorphism of Q(M) of a graded symplectic form of degree 1 with respect to which the exterior
derivative is a Hamiltonian graded vector field.

Introduction

There are many examples in differential geometry of constructions, définitions,
objects, etc., on the graded commutative algebra of exterior differential forms,

Q(M), on a smooth manifold M, which dépend on its grading. One of thèse objects
is the Poisson bracket on differential forms once a Poisson bracket on functions is

given [Kz].
The purpose of this paper is to characterize such Poisson brackets by application

of the techniques of graded manifold theory to the particular graded manifold
defined by the sheaf of differential forms, i.e., using graded symplectic forms on this

graded manifold and their corresponding graded Poisson brackets (cf. [Mo], [Ro]).
It has been shown in [Kz] that a Poisson bracket { } on M defines a graded

Poisson bracket [ ] on Q(M). We shall call it Koszul-Schouton bracket. Its values

on smooth functions and on exact 1-forms are given by [/, g] 0, [df, g] {/, g}
and {df, dg\ =d{f9g}9 respectively, and it is then extended to ail differential forms

by the graded Leibniz rule. Two properties follow immediately for such a Poisson

bracket: First, the exterior derivative is a Poisson dérivation for it; that is,
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384 J V BELTRÂN AND J MONTERDE

for any a, /? e Q(M). Graded Poisson brackets with this property will be called
dijferential. The second property is that with respect to the Z-grading, it is of
Z-degree-1, i.e., for homogeneous differential forais a and /?, the Z-degree of
[a,0]is|a| + |jJ|-l.

Our first aim is to characterize the graded Poisson brackets that satisfy thèse

two properties. We show in section 1 that among ail graded Poisson brackets on
Û(M) of Z-degree — 1, only the Koszul-Schouten brackets are differential.

The notion of graded Poisson bracket may also be formulated for the Z2-grad-
ing of Q(M). The corresponding homogeneous brackets in this case are called even

or odd. We hâve found a négative answer for the existence of nondegenerate
differential even Poisson brackets (cf. Prop. 6.1 below).

In section 2 we characterize ail graded Poisson brackets by means of graded
dérivations on Q{M). In particular, we give an expression for the Koszul-Schouten
bracket in thèse terms.

Our second aim is to study the analogous problem for graded symplectic forms.
So, in section 3 we review, following [Ro] and [Mo], the graded techniques needed

to characterize the graded symplectic forms by means of tensor fields. It is shown
that any graded symplectic form on Q(M) of Z-degree 1 is uniquely determined by
a linear isomorphism L : T*M -&gt; TM. Then, in section 4 we show that in the

nondegenerate case, the Koszul-Schouten bracket cornes from a graded symplectic
exact form. That is, the graded symplectic forms on Q(M) of Z-degree 1 that
produce differential graded Poisson brackets are determined by the isomorphism P
defined by an invertible Poisson bivector, i.e., a symplectic structure on M. On the
other hand it is shown in section 5 that any odd symplectic form is the image of a

graded symplectic form on Q(M) of Z-degree 1 by the pullback of an automor-
phism of the algebra Q(M).

Thèse two results lead naturally to the question of whether or not an odd
symplectic form that produces a differential graded Poisson bracket is the image of
a differential graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1 by the pullback of an automor-
phism of the algebra Q(M) that commutes with the exterior derivative. By application

of the results obtained in section 2, we obtain an affirmative answer to this
question if the Betti numbers b^, k &gt; 2 of M, vanish them ail (Theorem 5.2). In
particular, this cannot be the case in compact symplectic manifolds of dimension

greater than 2 (see e.g. [Po]).

1. Graded Poisson structures on Q(M)

Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension n. Let Q(M) ®£=o &amp;k(M) be

the algebra of differential forms on M, and let Q(M; TM) ®£=0 Ok(M; TM) be
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the graded left Q(M) -module of vector-valued differential forms. We adopt the
convention that if v is an élément of a graded module and the notation \v\ is used

we are tacitly assuming that v is homogeneous of degree |t?|. Q(M; TM) can also
be viewed as a graded right Q(M) -module with the multiplication S a a

- l)l*la a S, for a g Q(M) and S e Q(M; TM). Let Der Q(M) be the graded right
Q(M) -module of ail dérivations on Q(M). Der Q(M) is a graded Lie algebra with
the usual graded commutator. Unless otherwise stated, linear will mean (R-linear.

DEFINITION 1.1. A graded Poisson structure of Z-degree k.keZ (resp.
Z2-degree k,ke Z2) on Q(M) is a map [ ] : Q(M) x Q(M) -&gt;Q(M) such that

(1) [ ] is IR-bilinear.

(2) |[a, j»]| |&lt;x| + \P\ + k (resp. mod. 2).

(3) [a,]8]=-(H *W *[]
(4) [a,/?A?] [][](5) [a, \p9 y}} [[a, j8], y] + - 1)&lt;M+*«*+*&gt;&gt;[£ [a, y]].

The natural grading of the algebra Q(M) is the Z-grading, but sometimes we

will also refer to the Z2-grading. In this case, homogeneous éléments, or any other

homogeneous structures, will be called even, if k 0, or odd if k 1.

Note that a graded Poisson bracket is completely determined by its value on
differentiable functions and on their differentials. This is an immédiate conséquence
of the Leibniz rule (4).

A Lie algebra structure on 1-forms can be defined by means of a linear

isomorphism L : T*M -* TM. A spécial case is when the linear isomorphism is the

inverse of the morphism defined by a symplectic form on M ([A-M], pages

191-194).
Moreover, by transfering the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket on multivectors to

differential forms via the homomorphism extension AT*M-&gt;ATM of a linear

isomorphism L : T*M -&gt; TM (which will also be denoted by L) we obtain a graded
Poisson structure on the full algebra Q(M)9 whose restriction to smooth functions
vanishes identically. We thus hâve the following:

DEFINITION 1.2. Let L : T*M -? TM be a linear isomorphism. We define the

Poisson bracket of degree —1 on Q(M), [ ]L, as

for a, p g Q(M), where [ ]SN dénotes the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of multivec-
tor fields.
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The minus sign appears in order for this définition to coincide with that of
[A-M].

Note that the antisymmetry, the Leibniz rule and the Jacobi identity for this
graded Poisson bracket are obtained from the same properties of the Schouten-

Nijenhuis bracket of multivector fields on M.
An odd Poisson bracket on Q(M) was defined by Koszul using differential

operators [Kz] as follows (see also [Krl], [Kr2]): Let P be a Poisson bivector (not
necessarily nondegenerate). We dénote by 5£P the second order differential operator
acting on differential forms defined as S£P iPo d — do ip9 where iP is the total
insertion operator with respect to the bivector P.

DEFINITION 1.3. The bracket [ }KS(P) defined by

] ~ l)a(^/&gt;(a a fi) - {&amp;Pa) a p - - l)aa a (J2V/0),

for a, P € Q(M), defines an odd Poisson structure on Q(M), which is called the
Koszul-Schouten bracket associated to P.

The Koszul-Schouten bracket is characterized by its value on smooth functions
and on exact 1-forms as follows,

1/, *W) o, [/, dg]KS(P) pw dg) {/, g}P9

W&gt; àÏKsm W, *) {/; g}p, W, dg}KSiP) d{PW, dg)) d{f, g}P,

for ail f9g g C

Remark. This bracket has been used recently in the Batalin-Vilkovisky quan-
tization and in BRST théories [Ne, Se].

Remark. If P is a nondegenerate Poisson bivector and P : T*M -*¦ TM is the
associated linear isomorphism, then the brackets [ ]P and [ JKS(P) coincide.
This can be proved easily by checking that their values on functions and on their
differentials agrée. Use has to be made of the fact that P d(P(df, dg)) =[Fdf9P dg].

The main property of the bracket defined by Koszul is that the exterior
derivative is a Poisson dérivation of degree 1 in the graded Poisson algebra
(Q(M% l ]). This is easily shown using the identity &lt;£P ° d -do &lt;£p (see [Kz]).
So we cast this property in the following.

DEFINITION 1.4. A graded Poisson structure [ ] on Q(M) of degree k e Z2

(resp. Z) is differential if the exterior derivative is a Poisson dérivation of degree 1
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in the graded Poisson algebra (O(M), [ ]); that is, if for any a, /? g Q(M) we hâve

What we want to show now is that this simple condition characterizes com-
pletely the Koszul-Schouten brackets.

THEOREM 1.5. A graded Poisson bracket ofdegree —1 on Q(M) is differential
if and only if it is the Koszul-Schouten bracket associated to a Poisson structure on
M.

Proof Let [ ] be a differential graded Poisson bracket of degree — 1. We
defîne the map { } : C°°(M) x C™(M) -&gt; C™(M), (f g) h-+ {/*, g} [/, dg\ and we
show that { } is a Poisson bracket;

1) {f, g} ~ {gJ} since [/, g] 0, and [ ] is differential, then 0 d[/, g}
\df g} ~ [/, dg] -fe, df\ - {f dg].

(2) the Leibniz rule {f,gh} \f,d{gh)] \f,hdg] + \f9gdh] h\f,dg] +
glfdh} {fg}h+g{f,h}.

(3) the Jacobi identity {/, {g, h}} [/, d[g, dh]} [/ [dg, dh]]
[[/, dg\ dh} + [*, [/, dh]] {{/, «},*} + fe {/ *}•

So, { } is a Poisson bracket on C^iM). Let P be its associated Poisson

bivector. The Koszul-Schouten bracket is characterized by the relations (*). Thus,
we finally hâve to show that a differential graded Poisson bracket [ ] of degree

-1 satisfies the relations (*). The only one of those which is not yet obvious from
the définition of { } is the last one. But,

\df dg] 4/, dg] d{f g} d(P(df dg)).

2. Hamiltonian graded vector fields

Let [ ] be a Poisson bracket on Q(M) of degree k eZ2 (resp. Z), and let a be

a differential form on M. Condition (4) of définition 1.1 implies that the operator
A* [a, ] is a dérivation of Q(M) of degree |a| + k.

DEFINITION 2.1. The dérivation Da [a, ] will be called the Hamiltonian
graded vector field associated to a.

It is well known [F-N] that any dérivation of Q{M) can be uniquely written as

a sum of an algebraic dérivation and a dérivation that commutes with the exterior
derivative. Let us recall this décomposition:
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If K &lt;x®XeQW(M;TM), the algebraic dérivation iK e DerM_, O(M), is

defined by iK(P) a a ix(fi), where ix is the usual insertion operator. For arbitrary
K e Q(M; TM), iK is defined by linear extension. The graded commutator [iK9 d] is

a dérivation that commutes with the exterior derivative. It will be denoted by ££K.

If K is homogeneous of degree k then 5£K is of degree k.
A fondamental resuit of [F-N] is the foliowing

THEOREM 2.2. Any dérivation D e Der Q(M) can be uniquely written as
&amp;Q + iL9 where Q9Le Q(M; TM\

We apply this resuit to the dérivation Z)a, to conclude that there exist vector-
valued forms Qa e Q^+k(M; TM) and La e Q^k + l(M; TM\ such that,
Da £?Qa + iLa. It is now possible to define two dérivations from Q(M) into
Q(M; TM) related to Qa and La :

&apos;

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let [ ] be a Poisson bracket of degree k e Z2 (resp. Z),
and

1) let K : Q{M) -&gt; O(M; TM) 6e fAe ma/7 &lt;fej&amp;u?&lt;/ ^ K(x) - l)|a|Â:Ôa. 7ftew, A:

w a dérivation of degree k.

(2) fer jy : Q(M) -* O(M; TM) te rte ma/7 ^«^ 6j H(a) -1)1*+ 1}La +
K(dcc). Then, H is a dérivation of degree k + 1.

Proof In the sequel, ATa and /fa will be used instead of ^(a) and H(cc).

Condition (4) of Définition 1.1 can be written, with the help of condition (3), as

[a a fi, y] - l)l*M + *&gt;[a, y] A j5 + a a [j8, y].

Writing this formula in terms of dérivations and having in mind that for
S e Q(M; TM) and a g Q(M)

we get the following expressions

The first formula says that K is a dérivation of degree k. Using this fact the

second formula can be rewritten as
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a P)) -1)1**+ % + K{d&lt;x)) a j8

oa A _

But this is precisely the fact that H is a dérivation of degree &amp; + 1.

In particular, it is now évident that we can write the graded Poisson bracket of
degree k in terms of dérivations as follows

[a, /?] (- ^ ^0
The following proposition characterizes the differential brackets in terms of the

dérivations K and H.

PROPOSITION 2.4. A graded Poisson bracket of degree keT2 (resp. Z) is

differential if and only if the associated dérivation H vanishes.

Proof An easy computation shows that

4&lt;x, /?] - [&lt;fo,

Then, û? is a Poisson dérivation if and only if the dérivation — 5£Htt + — l)&apos;a&apos;^a is

identically zéro, i.e., if and only if H 0. D

COROLLARY 2.5. If d is a Poisson dérivation for [ ], then

Let us détermine the dérivation K that defines a Koszul-Schouten bracket. First,
let P be the linear map associated to the bivector P, and let us dénote by p the

extension of this linear map to a dérivation from Q(M) into Q(M; TM) of degree

-1, i.e., p(f) =0 for fe C°°(ilf), and

A:

p(a, a • • a onk) Yj C —1)* — 1qci a • • • a af a • • • a aÂ:®p(al), a, eû^Af).

PROPOSITION 2.6. 77^ Koszul-Schouten bracket is given by

a
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Proof. The Koszul-Schouten bracket is a differential Poisson bracket of degree
— 1. Thus by corollary 2.5, we hâve to show that the dérivation K is equal to p.
Since any dérivation from Q(M) into Q(M; TM) is determined by its value on
0-forms and on exact l-forms it suffices to détermine Â^and Kdf9 for/e C^iM). An
application of the définition of the Koszul-Schouten bracket yields, for ail

g 6 C™(M)

[/, SW) 0 J?Kjg, [&lt;//, g}KS{P) P(df9 dg) - J?Kd/g,

so, we deduce that Kf 0 and Kdf p{df). Whence? K p. D

Remark. Let â&gt;P be the symplectic form associated to a nondegenerate Poisson
bivector P and [ ]#$(/&gt;) its Koszul-Schouten bracket. Then, the Hamiltonian
graded vector field associated to — œP is the exterior derivative (see [K-M], formula
6.12),

3. Graded symplectic forms on Q{M)

The remaining part of the paper will be concerned with nondegenerate graded
Poisson structures, i.e., graded symplectic forms. This section is devoted to a review

of the graded symplectic geometry that will be needed to state our main results in
sections 4 and 5 below. From now on, we will be interested mainly in the

Z2-grading.

Graded differential forms. Recall that the éléments of the graded Q(M) -module
of dérivations, Der Q(M)9 can be regarded as graded vector fields on the graded
manifold with structure sheaf Q(M). By analogy, a graded differential form is an

£(M)-multilinear alternating graded homomorphism from the module of graded
vector fields into Q(M). (We shall refer to [Ko] for définitions.)

Being a graded homomorphism of graded modules, a graded differential form
has a degree. Thus, we can define a Z x Z-bigrading on the module of graded
differential forms. We will say that a graded differential form, À, has bidegree

(p, k) e Z x Z, if

k : Der Q(M) x.^.xDer Q(M) -&gt;Q(M)

is such that, for ail Dx,..., Dp g Der
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Using this bigrading, any graded p -differential form k can be decomposed as a

sum k km -f • • • + A(w), where k{l) is a graded form of bidegree (/?, i).
We shall dénote by dG the graded exterior differential. (See [Ko] for détails.) In

particular, for a graded 0-form a e O(M), &lt;£&gt;; rfGa&gt; =D(a), and for a graded
1-form, A, on Q(M) we hâve

&lt;/),, z)2; (rfGi)&gt; A(&lt;£2; ^&gt;)-(-^^^

The graded exterior differential is an operator of bidegree (1,0).
A fundamental resuit is the following corollary to Kostant&apos;s Theorem 4.7 [Ko].

A very simple proof of this fact has been obtained by Tuynman [Tu].

COROLLARY 3.1. Every dG-closed gradedform of bidegree (/?, k) with k&gt;0is
exact.

Other familiar operators on ordinary manifolds also hâve counterparts on
graded manifolds. If D e Der Q(M), then:

(1) The insertion operator, i(D), is defined by

Note that i(D) is an operator of bidegree — 1, \D\).

(2) The Lie operator, ££g, is defined by

Note that ifg is an operator of bidegree (0,

Graded symplectic forms. Let œ be a graded symplectic form of degree k e Z2

(resp. Z) on Q(M). By définition, this is a dG-closQd, nondegenerate graded 2-form.
We observe that
(1) A nondegenerate graded Poisson bracket [ ]w is defined by

for a, P e Q(M), and where, /&gt;„ is the unique graded vector field such that

i(D^)œ dG(x.
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(2) Conversely, a nondegenerate Poisson bracket of degree k on Q(M), defines

a graded symplectic form of degree k by means of the formula

[a,/?]=-&lt;/)., D^o)),

where, Z&gt;a (resp. Dp) is the Hamiltonian graded vector field associated to a

(resp. jî) (Définition 2.1). In this case, we hâve D&lt;$ Dp for ail j8 e O(M). In
fact,

-&lt;Z)a, Z),; ©&gt; [a, /?] 0.(0) &lt;Da; rfc/J&gt; -&lt;Z)a, D%\ œ&gt;.

Therefore &lt;£&gt;a, (Z)^ — Dj?); co&gt; 0 for ail a e Q(M), and since œ is

nondegenerate, Dp=D°p.
Note that if co is a graded symplectic form of bidegree (2, 1), then, Da is a

dérivation of Z-degree |a| — 1 and the associated graded Poisson bracket is of
Z-degree -1.

DEFINITION 3.2. A graded vector field D is locally Hamiltonian if the graded
1-form i(D)œ is t/G-closed.

Remark. As a conséquence of corollary 3.1, every locally Hamiltonian graded
vector field of positive degree is a Hamiltonian graded vector field.

Graded symplectic forms of Z-degree 1. Next, we will characterize the graded
symplectic forms of Z-degree 1. This characterization is a particular case of the one
obtained in [Mo] for graded manifolds in gênerai. We shall include the proof for
the graded manifold of differential forms because it does not make use of linear
connections as opposed to the original approach in [Mo].

Note that DerO(M) is a graded locally free Q(M) -module. This is a

conséquence of the Frôlicher-Nijenhuis theorem 2.2. So, any graded form is uniquely
determined by its action on dérivations {ix, S£x}, where «V and !£x are the insertion

operator and the Lie derivative with respect to a vector field X on M, respectively.

PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between graded
symplectic forms, œ, of Z-degree 1 and linear isomorphisms L : T*M -* TM.

Proof First, given a linear isomorphism L : T*M -? TM, let us dénote by AL the

graded form of bidegree (1,1) defined by:

It is easy to prove that the graded differential form coL dGÀlj is symplectic.
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Conversely, if œ is a graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1, corollary 3.1 implies
that co dGX, for some graded form X of bidegree (1,1). The value of X on the
dérivations ix, where Xis a vector field on M, détermines a differential 1-form, a,

on M: (ix;X} a(X). Now, consider the graded 1-form X X—dGa. Clearly
&lt;*V;X&gt; 0 and we can characterize this graded 1-form by its value on the

dérivations £x namely, &lt;^j;I&gt; A(I)g01(M), where A is a C°°(M)-linear
mapping from TM to T*M. Note that A is a tensor field because (ix; X&gt; 0. As
œ is nondegenerate, A is a linear isomorphism. Let L A~!. Then X AL, and
œ coL.

COROLLARY 3.4. Any graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1 can be written as

a&gt;L dGXL, where AL is the graded form of bidegree (1,1) defined by the linear

isomorphism L associated to the graded symplectic form by the previous proposition.

Let L : T*M -&gt; TM be a linear isomorphism. Let us détermine the graded
Poisson bracket [ ]WL associated to œL dGXL. To do this we détermine the

Hamiltonian graded vector fields D} and D%, for fe C™{M) and a e Q\M).
The dérivation Df, defined by i(Dy )coL dGf is of degree — 1. Thus, there

exists a unique vector field Y on M such that Df iY. The vector field Y is

determined by the value of i(Df )ooL on graded vector fields of the type 5£x for a

vector field X on M,

&lt;J2V; i(D} )a&gt;L&gt; -&lt;J2^, /)&gt;; rf%&gt; /^L&quot;1^)) ((L-^WXA
where the asterisk dénotes the dual map. On the other hand, {£x\ dGf} df(X).
Therefore Y L*(df).

The dérivation D\, defined by ^Z)^)^ rfca, is of degree 0. Thus,

D\ S£z + ^ where Z is a vector field on Mandée ^(M; TM). Then

On the other hand, (ix\ dG&lt;x} iV(a), and then Z —L(a). In order to détermine
K9 we hâve

L(a)] 4- ^(L&quot;1X)

But (&amp;x;dGoi) &amp;x(x. So, ^ (ifL(a)L-1)oLeO1(Âf;rM). Then the graded
Poisson bracket associated to coL dGXlj satisfies
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L 0, [a, gtL -dg(L(a)\

[/, a]WL a(L*(&lt;f [a, /?iL -L^La, Lfl,

for/, g 6 C°°(M) and a, /? g Q\M). Comparing those expressions with formulae (*)
in section 1, we hâve [ ]«,L [ ]L-

4. Differential graded symplectic forms

In this section we are going to translate the condition that a nondegenerate
graded Poisson bracket must satisfy in order to be differential into a condition on
its associated graded symplectic form. From now on we assume that the dimension
of M is 2n.

DEFINITION 4.1. A graded symplectic form on Q(M) is differential if the

exterior derivative is a Hamiltonian graded vector field on Q(M) with respect to this

graded symplectic form.

LEMMA 4.2. A graded symplectic form, co, is differential if and only if

Proof If co is a differential graded symplectic form, then S£Gco dGi(d)œ 0.

Conversely, if JSfJco dGi(d)œ 0, then d is a locally Hamiltonian graded
vector field of degree 1. Therefore by the remark following définition 3.2, d is

globally Hamiltonian.

PROPOSITION 4.3. A graded symplectic form of degree k € Z2 (resp. Z) is

differential if and only if the associated graded Poisson bracket is differential.

Proof. Let co be a graded symplectic form of degree k e Z2 (resp. Z) and let

[ Je be its associated graded Poisson bracket. This graded Poisson bracket is

differential if and only if

or equivalently,

d{D.m -D+ifi - - l)H+*D.(djS) 0,

for any a, fi e Q(M).
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Therefore, the graded Poisson bracket is differential if and only if [rf, Da] Dda.

Now, by the définition of the Lie operator,

If the graded Poisson bracket is differential, then

0l, Dp; co) - &lt;/&gt;*, Dp; co)

That is, d is a Hamiltonian graded vector field for co.

Conversely, let us suppose that d is a Hamiltonian graded vector field for co. The

graded commutator of two Hamiltonian graded vector fields Da and Dp is again a

Hamiltonian graded vector field, i.e.,

Applying this to d, we hâve [d9 Da] Dd(X ; in other words, the associated graded
Poisson bracket is differential.

The graded symplectic forms of Z-degree 1 are those that produce graded
Poisson brackets of degree —1. Thus, according to Theorem 1.5, we hâve the

following

COROLLARY 4.4. A symplectic form of Z-degree 1, colj dGklji is differential

if and only if the nondegenerate tensor field L is a Poisson bivector.

The proof foliows from the previous proposition, Theorem 1.5 and the expression

of [ ]WL computed in section 3.

A conséquence of this corollary is that the Koszul-Schouten bracket defined by
a nondegenerate bivector field P cornes from an odd symplectic exact form
cQp dGÀP, where P: T*M-+TM is the linear isomorphism associated to the

bivector P.

S. Odd symplectic forms under the action of the automorphism group of Q(M)

The group of automorphisms, Aut O(M), of the algebra of differential forms
acts by pullback on the space of graded symplectic forms. In this section we first
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study the space of odd symplectic forms under the action of the subgroup
AutQQ(M) cz Aut Q(M) consisting of those automorphisms that induce the identity
on M.

THEOREM 5.1. Any odd graded symplectic form is of the form ^*(coL), where

coL is the graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1 defined by a linear isomorphism
L : T*M -+ TM, and ij/ is an automorphism of Q(M) that induces the identity on M.

The resuit follows by an argument similar to that of [Ro] (Theorem 4) applied
now to the odd case. We develop it hère because we shall refer to it later in the

proof of Theorem 5.2.

Proof Any odd graded symplectic form, co, can be written as a sum
co o)(l) -h a&gt;(3) +..., where co(1) is of bidegree (2, 1), co(3) is of bidegree (2, 3), etc.

Now it is easy to see that œ(l) is again a graded symplectic form; so, by corollary
3.4 there exists a linear isomorphism L : T*M -&gt; TM such that œ(l) a&gt;L.

From dGœ 0 we hâve that dGœO) 0, thus by Corollary 3.1, a&gt;(3) dGfiO) with
/*(3) of bidegree (1, 3). Since coL is nondegenerate, then there is a unique graded
vector field Y{2) defined by

Note that F(2) is a nilpotent dérivation and therefore its formai exponential exp (/)),
is finite and defines an automorphism of Q(M). Let us consider the graded
symplectic form

where (exp(F(2)))* is the pull-back defined by the automorphism exp(F(2)).
An easy computation shows that the part of bidegree (2,3) of

(exp (y(2)))*(û&gt;L + û&gt;e) + &apos;
&apos; * is

o)(3) -dGfi0) + û&gt;(3) 0.

So, we hâve

(exp (Yi2)))*a) caL -h c3(5) + • • •,

where é)(2k~\) is a graded form of bidegree (2, 2k — 1). By applying iteratively the

same argument we obtain at the end, an automorphism \j/ of Q(M), which is the
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composition of automorphisms of the type exp (Y(2k)), such that il/*œ is exactly coL.

Just note that with every itération we raise the Z-degree of the remainder terms, so

we finally exceed the dimension of M.

Now we study the space of differential odd symplectic forms under the action of
the subgroup, Aut* Q{M) c Aut0 Q(M) consisting of automorphisms taken from
Aut0 Q(M) that commute with the exterior derivative.

In section 4 we hâve characterized those graded symplectic forms of Z-degree 1

that produce differential graded Poisson brackets, i.e., the differential graded
symplectic forms of Z-degree 1. They are of the form œP, where P is the

isomorphism defined by a nondegenerate Poisson bivector P. On the other hand
Theorem 5.1 gives us a characterization of ail odd graded symplectic forms.

Therefore, it is natural to ask if any differential odd symplectic form is the image
of a differential symplectic form of Z-degree 1 by the pullback of an algebra

automorphism of Q(M) that commutes with the exterior derivative. The rest of this
section is devoted to ascertaining the validity of this conjecture.

Our question is prompted by the foliowing two facts: First, if a&gt;0) is a

differential graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1 and \j/ is an automorphism of
Q(M) that commutes with the exterior derivative, then, ^*(&lt;^(o) is a differential odd

symplectic form. This assertion follows from i(d) ° \j/* ij/* o i(d) and
dG o \j/* ij/* o dG. And second, as we hâve said before, any odd symplectic form is

the image of a graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1 by the pullback of an

automorphism of the algebra Q(M), and the graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1

is of the form coL where L : T*M -» TM is an isomorphism. This automorphism is

not unique; it dépends on the choice of a représentative of the cohomology class of
closed graded differential forms of Z-degree greater than zéro. (See for example the

choice of /j(3) in the proof of Theorem 5.1.) So, in some cases it may be possible to
choose this représentative in such a way that the resulting automorphism commutes
with the exterior derivative.

The answer to the question is settled by the following

THEOREM 5.2. The following two conditions are équivalent:

(i) The Betti numbers of M, b2k, vanish for k 2,...,«.
(ii) Any differential odd symplectic form is the image of a differential graded

symplectic form of Z-degree 1 by the pullback of an automorphism of Q(M)
that induces the identity on M and that commutes with the exterior derivative.

Proof (i) =&gt; (ii). We will prove that it is possible to choose suitable représentatives

of the corresponding graded cohomology classes such that the resulting
automorphism of Q(M) commutes with the exterior derivative.
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Let us recall that the resulting automorphism in Theorem 5.1 is the composition
of the exponentials of graded vector fields of différent degrees, i.e.,

i// exp (Y(2n)) o • • • o exp (F(2)),

where the iteratively defined even vector fields Yi2k) can be written as (see Theorem
2.2)

+ iL(2k +„, where Qi2k) e Q^M; TM),

Such automorphisms commute with the exterior derivative if and only if the graded
vector fields commute, i.e., if and only if they hâve no algebraic part. So, the choice

of représentatives will be made in such a way as to delete the algebraic part of the

graded vector fields.

We are going to do this for the first step of the itérative process. For the rest,
similar arguments can be applied.

Let us suppose that œ is a differential odd symplectic form that can be written
as œ coP H- co(2k_i&gt; + •, where P : T*M -&gt; TM is a linear isomorphism that
cornes from a nondegenerate Poisson bivector P, k is a natural number greater than
1, and the dots dénote terms of Z-degree greater than 2k — 1. Recall that the graded
vector field Yi2k_2) is defined by

where fi(2k-i) is a graded differential form of bidegree (1,2A: — 1) such that

iy ^(2^-1)- By définition, d is a Hamiltonian graded vector field for co, so

i(d)co i

where œP is the symplectic form on M associated to P, and &lt;ô(2Â:_ 1} is a differential
form on M of degree (2k — 1). Let us show that the commutator [d, Yi2k_2)] is a
Hamiltonian graded vector field of Z-degree (2k — 1) for o)P. We hâve

c-1)

Thus, [d9 Y(2k_2)] is the Hamiltonian graded vector field associated to
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On the other hand, the graded symplectic forai œP produces a nondegenerate
Koszul-Schouten bracket; thus, applying proposition 2.6 to [d, Y(2k_1&gt;]y there exists

y e O^(M) such that

[d, Yi2k_2)] =Dy [y, ]œp &lt;eM - iMy

Since the dérivation [d, Yi2k_2)] commutes with the exterior derivative, it has no
algebraic part and this implies that dy 0. The uniqueness of the décomposition of
dérivations of Q(M) (see Theorem 2.2) implies that Y(2k_2) — 3?Q2k _2

— ipiyy.

Using b2k=0, we obtain y=dO, with QeQ2k-l(M). Note that
— 0*(2*-i) +dG0) is a graded form of bidegree (1,2/c —1) such that

Now the dérivation

where De [0, ]fflp, satisfles i(Z(2k_2))coP co(2k_ 1}. So, we hâve obtained a graded
vector field that commutes with the exterior derivative.

Using this fact, exp(Z{2k_2))*(œ) is a differential graded symplectic form that
can be written as cop + co{2k + l) -h... This itérative process produces a symplectic
form which, at each step, yields coP plus a term of Z-degree higher than the previous
one. It obviously terminâtes when the Z-degree exceeds the dimension of the

manifold M.
(ii) =&gt; (i). Given k e {2,..., «}, let a be a differential form on M of degree 2k,

such that dot 0. We shall show that a is an exact form.
Let A(2fc_1} be the graded form of bidegree (1, 2k - 1) defined as follows,

Now consider the graded symplectic form œ =cov-\-dGXi2k_l).
The Hamiltonian graded vector field for œ associated to the differential form on

M (—œP + (2k — l)oi) is the exterior derivative: that is, i(d)co dG{ — œP +
(2k - l)a).

By hypothesis, every differential graded symplectic form, co, is of the type
w \l/*(œP) where ij/ is an automorphism that commutes with the exterior derivative.

So, we obtain

dG(-œP + (2k - l)a) i(d)œ i(d)\l/*cûp \l/*i(d)o)P dG(ij/(-œP%

that is, i//( —œP) — œP + (2fc - l)a. Note that ^( —cdP) e Q(M) is equal to a sum
of two terms of degree 2 and 2k respectively.
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At this point, let us recall a resuit from [U] that guarantees that any automor-
phism that commutes with the exterior derivative can be written as,

* exp (&lt;?K(2n)) o • • • o exp (J^(2)) o 0*,

where (j) is a diffeomorphism of M and K^ e Q2r(M; TM), for r 1,...,«.
We apply this fact to our case and equate in \j/( — â&gt;P) — œP + (2k — l)a the

terms of the same degrees. The only terms that do not vanish are those of degree
2 and 2k, i.e.,

(il/(-œP)\2k) (&lt;eK{2k_2))(-œP) -diK{2k_2)œP (2k - l)a.

Therefore, a —1/(2/: — 1) diK(2k 2)œP is exact.

Let us suppose that M is a compact symplectic manifold with dimension greater
than 2. It is well known, see e.g. [Po] Theorem 8.8, that M has non zéro even Betti
numbers. In particular the Betti number b4 does not vanish. Therefore, condition
(ii) in Theorem 5.2 is not satisfied. This means that there exist differential odd

symplectic forms on M which are not in the AutQQ(M)-orb\t of a differential
graded symplectic form of Z-degree 1.

6. Nondegenerate even Poisson structures

In the previous sections we hâve studied the class of nondegenerate odd Poisson

structures that are differential. The situation is différent for nondegenerate even
Poisson structures. The same condition, d is a Poisson dérivation, does not distin-
guish a class of even Poisson brackets.

PROPOSITION 6.1. There are no nondegenerate differential even Poisson brackets.

Proof. We are going to prove that there are no differential even symplectic
forms. An even symplectic form can be written as œ cy(0) + co(2) H-... In
particular, it defines a symplectic form on the manifold M, œ, determined by the

following expression

9 Y) := (Xx, seY\ o)(0) &gt;
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where n(0)(a) e Q°(M) dénotes the degree 0 component of the differential form
a g O(M), and X and Y are vector fields on M

If d îs a locally Hamiltonian graded vector field for a&gt;, then

i(d)œ i(d)œ{0) + i{d)œ{2) + îs a JG-closed graded 1-form of odd degree, but ît
îs easy to check that i(d)co{0) îs not rfG-closed Indeed, if X, Y are two vector fields
such that œ(X, Y) # 0, then

i(d)œ{0) » - iY«2x, i(d)œi0) »
iY«#X9 d9 co(0) » cB(Jr, Y) # 0 D
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